Chemokines are pivotal regulators of cell migration during continuous immune surveillance, inflammation, homeostasis, and development. Chemokine binding to their 7-transmembrane domain, G-protein-coupled receptors causes conformational changes that elicit intracellular signaling pathways to acquire and maintain an asymmetric architectural organization and a polarized distribution of signaling molecules necessary for directional cell migration. Leukocytes rely on the interplay of chemokine-triggered migration modules to promote amoeboid-like locomotion. One of the most important chemokine receptors for adaptive immune cell migration is the CC-chemokine receptor CCR7. CCR7 and its ligands CCL19 and CCL21 control homing of T cells and dendritic cells to areas of the lymph nodes where T cell priming and the initiation of the adaptive immune response occur. Moreover, CCR7 signaling also contributes to T cell development in the thymus and to lymphorganogenesis. Although the CCR7-CCL19/CCL21 axis evolved to benefit the host, inappropriate regulation or use of these proteins can contribute or cause pathobiology of chronic inflammation, tumorigenesis, and metastasis, as well as autoimmune diseases. Therefore, it appears as the CCR7-CCL19/CCL21 axis is tightly regulated at numerous intersections. Here, we discuss the multiple regulatory mechanism of CCR7 signaling and its influence on CCR7 function. In particular, we focus on the functional diversity of the 2 CCR7 ligands, CCL19 and CCL21, as well as on their impact on biased signaling. The understanding of the molecular determinants of biased signaling and the multiple layers of CCR7 regulation holds the promise for potential future therapeutic intervention.
Introduction
Chemokines are chemotactic cytokines that orchestrate the coordinate positioning of cells in the body, including immune cells. Chemokines play key roles in various processes, ranging from immune cell development and homeostasis to initiation of innate and adaptive immune responses and the pathophysiological recruitment of immune cells in infection and disease. Chemokines constitute the largest family of cytokines, consisting of ;40 endogenous members in humans and mice [1] . Chemokines can be functionally divided into 2 major groups: those that are primarily expressed upon activation, termed inflammatory chemokines, and those that are constitutively expressed at discrete locations in the absence of apparent activating stimuli, classified as homeostatic chemokines [1] . The differences between inflammatory and homeostatic chemokines are thought to have an evolutionary origin [1] . Inflammatory chemokines are clustered on chromosomes 4 and 17 and were rapidly evolved [1] . The reason for this is still unclear but is probably a result of strong, selective pressure to increase their numbers when early humans experienced new pathogens that presented a threat to human survival [1] . In contrast, homeostatic chemokines are located in mini-clusters on different chromosomes, are well conserved between species and function in a more predictable manner [1] .
Chemokines elicit their biologic function by binding to their corresponding chemokine receptors on the surface of its target cells. Chemokine receptors belong to the rhodopsin-like class A of 7-transmembrane receptors [2] . Chemokine-binding receptors are differentially expressed on all types of immune cells and can be subdivided into 2 groups: the classic GPCRs, which signal through pertussis toxin-sensitive Ga i types of heterotrimeric G-proteins (conventional chemokine receptors), and the decoy chemokine receptors, which are scavenging chemokines in a G-protein-independent manner (atypical chemokine receptors) but do not transmit signals directly resulting in cell migration [2, 3] . There are ;20 conventional chemokine receptors and 4 "founding" members of atypical chemokine receptors [3] . Furthermore, conventional chemokine receptors are classed according to their cognate chemokine family. In general, chemokines only bind receptors of their own class. However, within a given subfamily, there is a large promiscuity, meaning that many chemokines bind multiple chemokine receptors, and multiple receptors bind many chemokines [4] .
Chemokine-mediated functions play a crucial role in maintaining homeostasis, as well as during pathophysiological changes, and therefore, are tightly regulated. At the systems level, their spatiotemporal and tissue-specific expression is 1 out of multiple regulation levels. On the cellular level, chemokine binding, e.g., to GAGs or chemokine receptor signaling, can vary between cells, depending on the distinct expression pattern of proteins. On the molecular level, chemokines can elicit different or biased intracellular signaling pathways.
Based on the classic model of chemokine receptor activation, ligand binding promotes stabilization of a single active conformation of the receptor that leads to the activation of associated heterotrimeric G-proteins, dependent on the strength of the imparted signal. This activation involves the exchange of bound GDP for GTP by the Ga subunit of the G-protein, resulting in the dissociation of the heterotrimeric G-protein into Ga and Gbg subunits [5] . The triggering of G-proteins controls the production of second-messenger molecules, such as cAMP, intracellular Ca 2+ , and inositol phosphates. Modulation of those second messengers activates downstream effectors, including PKC and Akt (PKB). Subsequently, chemokine receptormediated G-protein activation is terminated by the phosphorylation of the receptor on serine and threonine residues through specific GRKs. Serine/threonine-phosphorylated receptors recruit b-arrestins, resulting in receptor internalization to endosomal vesicles, thereby efficiently limiting receptor susceptibility to extracellular ligands. Importantly, b-arrestins are also able to transduce signals on their own, for instance, through activation of the ERK1/2 pathway (reviewed in ref. [6] ).
As most chemokine receptors can be activated by multiple chemokines, the recognition of substantial differences in the interaction of certain chemokine receptors with particular ligands and multiple signaling proteins has led to the important concept of biased signaling, as initially described by Kenakin in 1995 [7] . In this concept, chemokine stimulation has a unique quality and a magnitude of receptor activation. This is explained by the fact that each ligand does not activate the receptor through the stabilization of a common active state but rather, that different agonists stabilize unique and distinct active states of the receptor to create a signal that is biased toward particular subsets of signaling pathways. In case of extreme signal bias, 1 ligand would exclusively activate G-protein signaling, whereas another ligand would solely signal through b-arrestins. Experimental comparison of signaling pathway activation by different chemokines revealed a biased signaling pattern for the chemokine receptors CCR1, CCR2, CCR5, CCR7, CCR10, and CXCR3 [8, 9] . Interestingly, biased receptors that bind multiple chemokines with overlapping functions are more commonly involved in inflammatory responses, with the exception of CCR7, which clearly owns homeostatic functions. Overall, homeostatic chemokine receptors, in contrast to inflammatory chemokine receptors, show a more restricted ligand use of maximal 2 ligands/receptor. Even in the case of 2 ligands, they are not just redundant but clearly appear to have distinct roles, as exemplified by CCR7 and its 2 ligands, CCL19 and CCL21. In this review, we summarize the most important functions of CCR7 and subsequently, focus on biased signaling and function elicited by its 2 natural ligands.
FUNCTION OF THE CCR7-CCL19/ CCL21 AXIS
The chemokine receptor CCR7, together with its 2 ligands, plays essential roles in leukocyte homing, thereby regulating adaptive immunity and tolerance [10, 11] . CCR7 has 2 ligands that are constitutively expressed, namely, CCL19 (also known as EBI-1 ligand chemokine, MIP-3b, Exodus-3, or CKb11) and CCL21 (secondary lymphoid-tissue chemokine, chemokine with 6 cysteines, thymus-derived chemotactic agent 4, Exodus-2) [12, 13] . The major difference between the 2 ligands is a highly charged 40 aa C-terminal extension of CCL21, allowing its immobilization on GAGs that is not present in CCL19.
CCR7 is up-regulated on myeloid DCs upon encountering a "danger signal" (derived from pathogens, inflammatory mediators, or tissue damage), resulting in homing to lymph nodes via afferent lymphatics and in induction of immunity [11, 14, 15] . Some myeloid DCs, described as semimature DCs, expresses CCR7 under steady-state conditions and hence, in the absence of a danger signal, to home to lymph nodes, thereby contributing to peripheral tolerance [11, 16, 17] . Plasmacytoid DCs use CCR7 for lymph node homing through HEVs rather than lymphatics [18] . Moreover, CCR7 is expressed by various lymphocyte subsets, including naïve T cells, central memory T cells, and regulatory T cells, but also on B and NK cells [11, [19] [20] [21] . T cells that circulate in the blood enter lymphoid organs via HEVs in a multistep process involving rolling, activation, arrest, and transmigration [11, [22] [23] [24] . In this process, CCL21, presented by GAGs on HEVs, triggers T cells, together with shear forces derived from the blood flow, resulting in integrin activation and subsequent firm adhesion and arrest of the T cells on HEVs [23, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Additionally, CCR7 ligands can bind to P-selectin glycoprotein ligand 1 to facilitate selectin-independent T cell adhesion to HEVs and efficient extravasation into secondary lymphoid organs [30] . Once T cells have entered the lymph node, Ga i -dependent and CCR7-dependent and CCR7-independent signaling regulate locomotion and fine positioning within the T cell zone, which guarantees interactions with DCs [31] [32] [33] .
The importance of the CCR7-CCL19/CCL21 axis for homing to secondary lymphoid organs has been demonstrated in CCR7 gene-targeted mice [34] and in plt/plt mice, a spontaneous mutant strain that carries an autosomal recessive mutation where a large gene locus encoding CCL21-Ser and CCL19 is deleted (continued from previous page) venule, NMR = nuclear magnetic resonance, PKB/C = protein kinase B/C, PLA2/C = phospholipase A2/C, plt/plt = paucity of lymph node T cells, Pyk2 = proline-rich tyrosine kinase 2, ROCK = Rho-associated coiled-coil forming protein kinase, S1P1 = sphingosine-1 phosphate receptor 1, TEM = transendothelial migration, Tiam1 = T cell lymphoma invasion and metastasis 1, TM = transmembrane domain, vMIP-II = viral MIP II [35] [36] [37] [38] . Of note, 2 mouse CCL21 genes were identified that differ by a single amino acid, referred to as CCL21-Ser and CCL21-Leu [37] . The 2 CCL21 forms in mice appear functionally identical but differ in their expression pattern; CCL21-Ser is expressed in lymphoid tissue and CCL21-Leu on lymphatic vessels of nonlymphoid organs. The human genome includes only 1 CCL21 gene [10, 11] . As Ccl19 2/2 mice have only subtle steady-state defects [39] , CCL21 seems to be sufficient for most CCR7-driven processes. The phenotypes of these mice and the biologic functions of the CCR7-CCL19/CCL21 axis, including their role in thymic T cell development, lymphorganogenesis, tumorigenesis, and autoimmunity, have been reviewed in detail elsewhere [10] [11] [12] .
Here, we would like to point out that lymphatic endothelial cells in peripheral tissues seem to express CCL21 solely [36, 40] , whereas FRCs in the T cell zone of lymph nodes are the major source of CCL19 and CCL21 [41] . Moreover, mature DCs that entered secondary lymphoid organs serve as an additional source for CCL19 [36] . Interestingly, only CCL19 but not CCL21 can desensitize and internalize CCR7 effectively, which contributes to fine tuning of T cell migration [42, 43] . Thus, CCL19 and CCL21 are not redundant chemokines binding the same receptor but instead, appear to have discrete functions.
FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CCL19 AND CCL21

Soluble versus immobilized chemokines
On the cellular level, 2 main responses are triggered by CCR7 signaling: 1) integrin activation that causes cell adhesion, mainly to endothelial surfaces, and 2) polarization of the actomyosin cytoskeleton that causes migration along established chemokine gradients [44] . Whereas both CCR7 ligands are able to polarize the cytoskeleton and therefore, cause chemotactic movement, only CCL21 is immobilized via its C terminus to surfaces and induces inside-out activation of integrins and cell adhesion to facilitate haptokinetic movement of DCs in vitro [44] . In fact, DCs, layered on unfixed cryosections of lymph nodes, synchronically migrated directionally from the periphery toward the T cell zone [44] . Interestingly, DCs can proteolytically truncate CCL21 by removing its heparin sulfatebinding domain to generate a soluble form of CCL21, which induces DC chemotaxis but not adhesion and is therefore thought to act more like CCL19 [44] . Remarkably, when immobilized and soluble chemokines were offered in an in vitro setting, DCs displayed a combined response and performed a directionally biased haptokinetic migration. In other words, DCs were proposed to swarm into T cell zones using immobilized CCL21 for adhesive random migration and soluble chemokines for steering [44] . Likewise, immobilized but not soluble CCL21 promoted robust and sustained T cell motility [28] . Of note, immobilized CCL21 triggered polarized redistribution of integrins on T cells but required shear forces to activate the integrin by chemokines [28] . Thus, by use of chemokines that are immobilized or soluble, the same CCR7 receptor system is able to integrate kinetic and tactic mechanisms for leukocyte migration.
Receptor desensitization
In lymph nodes, T cell priming by DCs was found to occur in 3 successive phases [45] . The stages are characterized by different motile behavior of the T cells. In the first stage, naïve T cells perform a random guided walk on stromal cells in search for cognate antigen-bearing DCs. In the second stage, where T cells encounter cognate peptides presented by DCs, their migratory speed decreases in a manner dictated by the TCR affinity and the amount of peptide presented. In the third stage, T cells regain a motile phenotype, accompanied by profound cell proliferation. This observation led to the "stop and go" traffic model, presented by Michael Dustin [46] . Interestingly, the lowest T cell motility pattern is observed when T cells encounter cognate DCs on FRCs, the major source of CCR7 ligands in lymph nodes [41, 47] . Hence, one way of delivering a chemotactic stop signal could be the complete sequestration of the receptor from the cell surface; however, this is not observed for CCR7 [42, 48] . In this regard, it is interesting to note that only CCL19, but not CCL21, induces robust CCR7 internalization. Moreover, the level of CCR7 surface expression was noted not to correlate directly with the strength of the signaling outcome [49, 50] . Therefore, sequestration of surface CCR7 does not necessarily lead to a reduction of the maximal signal stimulation. We propose that CCR7 removal would rather cause a dose-response shift so that higher CCR7 ligand concentrations are required to elicit the same magnitude of signal response. Furthermore, CCL19 binding at the leading edge of the cell causes ligand sequestration. The subsequent CCR7 internalization (at the leading edge) renders the cell progressively less sensitive to the chemotactic cues. The likely scenario is that CCL21, immobilized on stoma cells in lymph nodes, provides haptokinetic cues for CCR7-expressing lymphocytes and DCs, guiding them from the parenchyma toward the T cell zone. Then, soluble CCL19 and/or soluble CCL21 presumably dominate over adhesive CCL21-mediated migration, as observed in vitro [44] , plausibly through CCR7 desensitization [43] , to guide the cells until they arrive in the T cell zone.
Role in costimulation, T cell survival, and dendrite extension
In addition to inducing directional steering of cells, CCR7 has been described to provide costimulatory and survival cues. Again, there is functionally divergence between both CCR7 ligands. For instance, it has been shown that only CCL21-mediated interstitial T cell motility and TCR signaling are integrated during the early promigratory phase of T cell-DC encountering. Thereby, CCR7, triggered by CCL21, lowered the TCR signal threshold and acted as a costimulatory molecule [51] . Moreover, a nonredundant, additive function of CCL19, in providing IL-7-dependent survival signals for naïve T cell homeostasis, has been described [41] . Consequently, Ccl19 2/2 mice displayed a gradual decrease in the number of transferred T cells compared with wild-type mice [41] . In addition, albeit CCL19 and CCL21 are indistinguishable when comparing their ability to modulate DC maturation and antigen uptake, the 2 CCR7 ligands exert antagonistic influences on the initiation of dendritic extensions of mature DCs; whereas CCL19 induces, CCL21 inhibits marked dendrite extensions that facilitate interactions with T cells [52] .
Role in T cell emigration and DC homing
Interestingly, a role for CCL19, but not for CCL21, in thymic emigration of newly generated and fully differentiated T cells has been identified in the neonatal thymus [53] . In fact, emigration of mature T cells from fetal thymic organ cultures was achieved by CCL19 and a truncated form of CCL21 lacking the heparinbinding domain but not with (full-length) CCL21 [53] . Moreover, antibody-mediated neutralization of CCL19 but not of CCL21 in newborn mice impaired thymic emigration of T cells into the peripheral circulation [53] .
Following antigen scanning without establishment of a fully matured immunologic synapse in lymph nodes, T cells make their way to efferent lymphatic vessels to re-enter circulation. The responsible receptor for lymphocyte egress from lymph nodes is the S1P1. The relative expression and sensitivity of CCR7 and S1P1 determine whether the T cells remain within or leave secondary lymphoid organs. In this regard, it is interesting to note that CCL19, but not CCL21, signaling through CCR7 in murine T cells and in T cell lines was reported to induce the expression of S1P1 [54] . Therefore, the above-outlined scenario can be extended: a sustained CCR7 signaling by CCL21 and CCL19 will promote continuous T cell motility, survival, and retention in lymph nodes, but upon CCL19 triggering, CCR7 signals will become refractory, thereby promoting S1P1 expression and T cell egress. After T cells re-enter the circulation, CCR7 reacquires its normal sensitivity and capacity for patrolling to the next secondary lymphoid organ.
In addition to recruiting lymphocytes, lymph nodes are the destination of activated, (semi-)mature DCs from peripheral tissues. Analysis of plt/plt, Ccl19 2/2 , and Ccr7 2/2 mice has revealed an essential role for CCR7 and CCL21, but not CCL19, in regulating the homing of DCs to secondary lymphoid organs. Taken together, although acting through the same receptor, CCL19 and CCL21 appear not to serve completely overlapping and thus, redundant functions and therefore, display functional selectivity or biased signaling.
LIGAND-BIASED SIGNALING-SELECTIVITY FOR G-PROTEIN COUPLING AND b-ARRESTIN BINDING
The concept of biased signaling
The functional selectivity of CCL19 and CCL21 likely originates from the situation that binding of either 1 ligand to CCR7 preferentially activates 1 of several available cellular signaling pathways. The concept to explain functional selectivity by biased signaling was introduced in 1995 and by that time, has been referred to as "agonist trafficking" [7] . This concept presumes that agonists or ligands have different affinities for diverse conformational states of the receptor, which in turn, activate specific individual effector proteins to ultimately induce different signaling pathways, resulting in functional selectivity. There is common consensus that the activation of class A GPCRs by ligands involves the same TM movement [55] [56] [57] regulated by subtle changes of so-called microswitch domains [58, 59] . Therefore, general evidence obtained from X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy of different GPCRs helps to understand CCR7 receptor biology. Recent structural insights into the dynamic process of GPCR signaling allow the extension of the initial biased signaling concept by the following: 1) unbound receptors exist predominantly in 2 inactive conformations, 2) ligand binding results in increased conformational heterogeneity and the coexistence of inactive, intermediate, and active states, and 3) coupling to G-proteins leads to a complete transition of receptors to 1 active conformation [60] . Therefore, it is likely that ligands favor 1 over the other signaling pathway by inducing more or less conformational receptor heterogeneity. Hereby, receptor conformations differ mainly in the rearrangement of TM6 [60] .
G-protein versus b-arrestin activation and insights deduced from GPCR structures
As a result of their differential expression and nonredundant function, it has been speculated that binding of CCL19 and CCL21 to CCR7 induces distinct signaling pathways. Whereas equal receptor-binding affinity, G-protein activation, and Ca 2+ mobilization [61] suggest high redundancy in CCR7 signaling in transfected cell lines, both chemokines differ in the ability to activate certain effector proteins ( Fig. 1) . As biased signaling is differentiated most often into G-protein-and b-arrestindependent signaling, we will concentrate in this section on the differential activation of G-protein and b-arrestin by CCL19 and CCL21. Whereas both CCR7 ligands activate GRK6 in an unbiased manner, GRK3 activity is unique to CCL19 ( Fig. 1 ), as determined in transfected cells [63] . Therefore, CCL19 stimulation results in a more robust serine/threonine phosphorylation and a stronger recruitment of b-arrestin (5-fold over CCL21, as assessed in transfected HEK293 cells [63, 71, 73] ). The diversity of arrestin functions and the observation that ligands, like CCL19, can induce more b-arrestin recruitment than others, emerged the so-called phosphorylation barcode theory. In this concept, ligands stabilize ligandspecific GPCR conformations, thereby inducing the specific recruitment of GRKs, introducing a distinct phosphorylation pattern or "barcode" in the C terminus of the GPCR [74] . Subsequently, the barcode promotes b-arrestin binding and stabilizes a certain b-arrestin conformation [75] that determines whether the receptor is desensitized (but still promotes b-arrestin-specific signaling) or desensitized and internalized [74] . According to the phosphorylation barcode theory, CCL19-mediated b-arrestin recruitment induces receptor internalization in cell lines and primary T cells, whereas CCL21 hardly does [42, 76] . In spite of only marginal CCL21induced internalization, CCL21 is still able to activate b-arrestin-mediated ERK1/2 phosphorylation in CCR7expressing HEK293 cells [63] . Importantly, a phosphorylated serine/threonine cluster in the C termini of the GPCR is essential for formation of stable GPCR-arrestin complexes that survive internalization and remain after endocytosis [77] . Of note, CCR7 phosphorylation on serine/threonine residues within the cytoplasmic loops and the C-terminal tail on serines 356, 357, 364, and 365 have been reported using HEK293 transfectants as a model system [61] . Stimulation with CCL19 resulted in additional phosphorylation on serine 373 and 378 of CCR7 [61] . By taking into account recent structural information on G-protein coupling and b-arrestin binding to GPCRs, speculations on the structural features involving G-protein and b-arrestin bias can be made. The crystal structure of the b2-adrenergic receptor in complex with agonist and heterotrimeric G-protein revealed profound changes in the Ga subunit, stabilizing TM5 and TM6 of the receptor, resulting in an extensive outward movement of ;14Å of TM6 compared with its unoccupied conformation [69] ( Fig. 2A) . Furthermore, there is a minor outward movement and an extension of the cytoplasmic end of TM5 [78] . In addition to TM5 and TM6, the crystal structure reveals the involvement of intracellular loop 2 in the interaction of the b2-adrenergic receptor and the Ga subunit [78] . Furthermore, the recently published first crystal structure of the rhodopsin-arrestin complex now provides an excellent opportunity to examine the mechanism of arrestin versus G-protein bias signaling [79] . Similar to the b2-adrenergic receptor in complex to the Ga subunit, rhodopsin bound to arrestin reveals an extensive outward movement of the cytoplasmic end of TM6 relative to its inactive conformation [79] . However, the TM6 translocation is, with ;14Å, more pronounced in the Ga-bound state compared with ;10Å in the arrestin-bound state [78, 79] ( Fig. 2A) . Compared with active conformations of rhodopsin bound to GaCT peptides [80, 81] , arrestin-bound rhodopsin shows additional subtle conformational differences in TM1, TM4, and TM7 [79] . Together with an intermediate outward movement of the cytoplasmic end of TM6, those differences in TM1, TM4, and TM7 may constitute essential elements for arrestin-biased signaling.
Insights gained from GPCR crystal structures in biased signaling are extended further by dynamic studies that use sitespecific [ 19 F]-NMR labels in the b2-adrenergic receptor, which revealed that the cytoplasmic ends of TM6 and TM7 adopt 2 major conformational states [82] . In the unstimulated and inverse-agonist-bound state, b2-adrenergic receptor exists predominantly in 2 inactive conformations that exchange within hundreds of microseconds [60] . Unbiased agonist binding primarily shifts the equilibrium toward the (G-protein-) active state of TM6 [82] . In contrast, b-arrestin-biased ligands predominantly affected the conformational state of TM7 [82] . Of note, unbiased ligand occupancy resulted in the coexistence of inactive, intermediate, and active states of the receptor [60] . Intracellular G-protein coupling mediates the complete transition to the active conformation [60] . Importantly, an allosteric coupling between the ligand-binding pocket and the different TM6 conformations has been noted for the b2-adrenergic receptor [60] .
What can we learn from these structural analyses for CCR7biased signaling mediated by CCL19 and CCL21? Based on the conformational data of GPCRs described above, we propose that binding of CCL19 and CCL21 results in the stabilization of different conformational states of CCR7 ( Fig. 2B) : whereas CCL21 may shift primarily CCR7 equilibrium toward a G-protein active state of TM6, CCL19 may result in more diverse conformations and might impact conformational changes in TM7. The multiple conformations established by movement of the TM domains of CCR7 can be illustrated as CCR7 traveling along an energy landscape, with preferred conformations existing as energy wells (Fig. 2B) [83] . Ligand binding to CCR7 Figure 1 . Common and biased signaling pathways of CCR7 elicited by CCL19 and CCL21. Both CCR7 ligands elicit G-protein coupling and activation that differ in the signal strength, as indicated by plus signs. Chemokine-induced G-protein coupling to CCR7 was measured, for instance, by bioluminescence resonance energy transfer in transfected HEK293 cells [62] . CCL19 but not CCL21 induces robust b-arrestin recruitment (as determined by fluorescence resonance energy transfer in HEK293 transfectants [63] ) and CCR7 internalization (in transfectants and primary T cells [42] ) through the recruitment of GRK3 and GRK6 (as determined by fluorescence resonance energy transfer in HEK293 transfectants [63] ). Furthermore, both chemokines are able to activate MAPKs, whereas CCL19 was shown to be more efficient in activating ERK1/2 and ERK5 in various cell types [54, 61, 63] . CCL19 and CCL21 are indistinguishable in promoting PI3Kg stimulation (in murine T cells and DCs [64, 65] ) and the activation of molecules involved in small GTPase signaling, such as Rac1 (in lymphocytes [66] ), Cdc42 (in bone marrow-derived DCs [67] ), Dock2 (in T cells [51] ), and ROCK I/II (in T cells [68] ). Both chemokines are similar in inducing JAK activation (in lymphocytes and DCs [69, 70] ) and in chemokine-mediated Ca 2+ mobilization (in DCs, lymphocytes, and transfectants [13, 42, 71, 72] ). results in thermodynamic changes, and ligand-bound CCR7 traverses a new energy landscape (Fig. 2B) [84] . Therefore, signaling is linked to those preferred conformations (seen as wells in the energy landscape) that favorably interact with cellular signaling proteins ( Fig. 2B) [85] .
Further important insights came from mutagenesis studies on the chemokine receptor CCR5 in transfected COS-7 cells, pointing to the critical interplay between TM6 and TM7 for CCR5 activation [9] . For instance, insertion of a steric hindrance in the center of TM7 abolished b-arrestin recruitment and biased CCR5 signaling toward Ga i activation [9] . The lack of G-protein activation, while retaining b-arrestin coupling, is the signaling signature of decoy chemokine receptors; the studying of a decoy receptor activation mechanism would be, in addition to structural and mutagenesis analysis, an attractive way to gain further insights into the mechanisms of biased signaling. However, the restoration of the mutated Asp-Arg-Tyr motif of the atypical chemokine receptor 3 in transfected HEK293 cells did not enable the receptor to signal through the G-protein pathway [86] . Therefore, the existence of bias in atypical chemokine receptors necessitates more in-depth studies.
In accordance with the phosphorylation barcode theory, the distinct conformations of TM6 and TM7 could control the binding of arrestins, directly or indirectly, by favoring distinct phosphorylation patterns added by different GRKs. In this case, not only G-proteins and arrestins would be able to resolve and translate certain receptor conformations to activation of distinct signaling pathways, but also, GRKs would be important for bias receptor signaling. Indeed, there are examples indicating an important involvement of GRKs in bias signaling. For instance, GRK1 and GRK2 are able to promote high-affinity binding of arrestin-1 to rhodopsin, whereas GRK5 was much less efficient [87] . Likewise, GRK2 and GRK3 effectively recruit b-arrestin-2 to desensitize vasopressin receptor V2, whereas GRK5 and GRK6 had much less influence on b-arrestin-2 recruitment [88] . Likewise, CCL19 and CCL21 result in GRK6 recruitment, whereas GRK3 binding remains unique to CCL19-mediated CCR7 activation in HEK293 transfectants [63] . Although GRKs have been crystallized, no structure of GRKs in complex with a GPCR is currently available. As such, the exact required (bias) ligand-induced receptor conformation priming, distinct GRK binding is difficult to delineate. However, mutational analysis emphasizes the importance of the relative positioning of phosphorylation clusters. For instance, the serine-cluster proximal to the NPXXY motif in TM7 of the V2 vasopressin receptor is necessary for internalization, whereas the threonine-serinecluster does not influence internalization [77] . Likewise, CCR7, neurotensin-1 receptor, oxytocin receptor, and angiotensin II type 1A receptor display serine/threonine [78, 79] . The profound outward movement of TM6 and subtle changes of TM5 and TM7, stabilized by G-protein coupling, are illustrated by coloring the TM domains in petrol. Intermediate outward movement of TM6 and TM7, resulting in arrestin interaction, is illustrated in red (right). (B) Schematic representation of putative conformational differences of CCR7 in its unoccupied state or its CCL21 (middle)-or CCL19 (right)-bound state. CCL19 might induce a major outward movement of CCR7 TM6 and robust movement of TM7, resulting in G-protein and b-arrestin recruitment and signaling. CCL21 induces a major TM6 outward movement but might have a limited effect on TM7, leading to G-protein signaling and b-arrestin interaction that is not stabilized through TM7 movement. The multiple conformations of TM domains can be seen as a receptor moving along an energy landscape, with preferred conformations existing as energy wells. CCL19 or CCL21 binding thermodynamically builds different energy landscapes for the receptor to traverse. clusters downstream of the NPXXY motif [61, 89] . In contrast, receptors that lack these serine/threonine-rich clusters, such as the b2-adrenergic receptor, generally recycle rapidly, presumably as a result of a low affinity of the GPCRarrestin complex [90] . Following the same line of evidence, b-arrestin-biased ligands induced a phosphorylation pattern distinct from a fully unbiased agonist [91] . Hence, we propose that different CCR7 receptor conformations induced by CCL19 or CCL21 may be read and resolved by the Ga subunit of the heterotrimeric G-protein or by GRK3, which would translate the distinct CCR7 conformation into a different phosphorylation pattern that would, in turn, instruct the conformation by b-arrestins. Distinct b-arrestin conformations determine its functional capabilities [74] and result in G-protein activation and b-arrestin signaling (unbiased through CCL21) or in G-protein activation and b-arrestin-mediated internalization and b-arrestin signaling (b-arrestin biased through CCL19).
BIASED SIGNALING PATHWAYS INDUCED BY CCL19 OR CCL21
Aside from G-protein-promoted generation of second messengers, including cAMP, Ca 2+ , or phosphoinositides, which are equally activated by CCL19 and CCL21 [61] , both b-arrestins and GRKs are nowadays considered as a G-proteinindependent signal transducer [92] [93] [94] . In particular, b-arrestins act as multifunctional scaffolds that bind to many effector proteins [95] , such as protein kinases, thereby changing phosphorylation of numerous intracellular targets [96] . For instance, the b-arrestin-mediated signaling mechanism includes activation of small Rho-GTPases [97] , also known to be involved in large dendrite extension of DCs, a feature unique to CCL19 [52] . Following this line of evidence, it was shown that CCR7-mediated survival of DCs depends on the activation of GSK3 [98] . In turn, b-arrestin-mediated signaling also involves protein phosphatase 2A-mediated dephosphorylation of Akt, which leads to the activation of GSK3 [99] , and therefore, again, b-arrestin signaling might well be involved in CCR7-dependent DC survival. Furthermore, G-protein-independent activation of tyrosine kinase Pyk2 upon CCR7 triggering in DCs has been reported [100] . Although direct evidences for CCR7 are missing, Pyk2 association to b-arrestin has been demonstrated for other chemokine receptors [101] . Finally, not only antiapoptotic effects [102] and PI3K-mediated PLA2 activation [103] have been attributed to b-arrestin signaling pathways, but also activation of ERK-dependent protein translation (reviewed in ref. [6] ). In turn, CCL19-specific translation of S1P1 is mediated via ERK5-dependent translation of Krüppel-like factor 2 and up-regulation of S1P1 in a HuT78 T cell line and primary T cells [54] .
It is becoming more and more appreciated that the chemokine receptor activates ensembles of signaling pathways organized as integrated networks [104, 105] rather than signaling through linear second messenger-dependent cascades. Therefore, CCR7 has been shown to couple to different G-protein subtypes in CCR7-transfected HEK293 cells [62, 106] , as depicted in Fig. 1 . In addition to G-protein and b-arrestin signaling, it is likely that other effectors regulate CCR7 functional selectivity by inducing distinct signaling pathways through specific protein-protein interaction domains, such as PDZ domains or Src homology 2 domains, as shown for other chemokine receptors [107] .
COMMON CCR7 SIGNALING PATHWAYS
The main function of CCR7 is guiding directional cell migration. Therefore, CCR7-expressing cells undergo rapid shape change upon exposure to its ligands and eventually polarize. Cell polarity has been seen as prerequisite for chemotaxis [108] . The ubiquitously expressed, small GTPases, Rac, RhoA, and Cdc42, are generally accepted to determine shape change and cell polarization [109, 110] and are elicited upon CCR7 triggering (Fig. 1 ). Actions of small GTPases are regulated by GTPase-activating proteins and GEFs; the latter are known downstream targets of the chemokine-activated bg complex of G-proteins. T cell polarization induced by CCR7 ligands was shown to involve rapid lamellipodia formation, lamellipodia stabilization, and subsequently, the establishment of a defined uropod [28, 111] . The classic view on CCR7mediated migration has been that the Rho-GTPase Rac1 controls polarized actin polymerization at the leading edge by stimulating the actin-related protein 2/3 complex, which nucleates actin filaments [112] , and that RhoA controls myosin-based contraction at the uropod, which is crucial to complete TEM [113] . As a result of conflicting studies, speciesdependent differences, and redundant protein functions, a holistic view explaining GTPase-and GEF-controlled CCR7 migration appears to be difficult. However, Rac 2/2 T cells (Rac1 and Rac2 double-knockout, nondetectable with Rac3 expression level) display defects in CCR7-mediated adhesion to ICAM1 and TEM [66] . Furthermore, these lymphocytes were severely compromised in their ability to undergo chemotaxis or chemokinesis in response to CCR7 stimulation [114] . Studies in human T cells suggested that Rac1 is also required for the rapid CCL21-induced activation of LFA-1 [115] . In contrast to Rac-defective human T cells, mouse T cells deficient in the RacGEFs, DOCK2 and Tiam1, show normal CCL21-induced adhesion to ICAM1 and TEM [116] [117] [118] , suggesting that the third major GEF expressed in T cells, Vav1, may transduce CCR7-dependent signals to Rac1. These GEFs, in turn, are targeted and activated by different upstream signals, including Src-mediated tyrosine phosphorylation [119] and the synthesis of specific phosphoinositides or phosphatic acid [120] .
Moreover, CCR7-mediated human T cell polarization and migration were shown to require ROCK I and II [68] (Fig. 1) . In DCs, pharmacological inhibition of Rho kinases or myosin II did not affect leading-edge formation but impaired trailing-edge contraction, resulting in a significant reduction of migratory speed toward CCL19 [121] . Furthermore, DCs lacking Vav1, a GEF for Rac and RhoA, showed altered cytoskeletal dynamics, impaired integrin signaling, and cell adhesion but exhibited an increased migratory capacity in response to CCL21 in vitro and homed faster to lymph nodes [122] . CCL21 (and CXCL12) stimulation in T cells promoted ZAP70-dependent dissociation of Vav1 from talin, resulting in the activation of a4b1 integrin and T cell adhesion by inside-out signaling [123] . Whereas in T cells, integrin-mediated adhesion is an indispensable part of the migration process, DCs can migrate integrin dependently [124] or integrin independently by the sole force of the actin network expansion [121, 124] . Finally, Cdc42 often promotes stabilization of the leading edge and directed motility [125] . In chemokine (CXCL12)-induced T cell polarization, Cdc42 was activated by Rap1 and induced the PAR 3/6/PKCz complex, as well as the RacGEF Tiam1 [5, 126] . In Cdc42 2/2 DCs, exposed to uniform concentrations of CCL19, actin flow, actomyosin contraction, and cell symmetry, breaking was intact, and hence, cells polarized and formed protrusions [67] . However, CCR7-mediated protrusions in Cdc42 2/2 DCs were spatially and temporarily dysregulated, resulting in an impaired leading-edge coordination. Consequently, Cdc42 2/2 DCs were still able to migrate on a 2D surface but not in a 3D environment [67] .
Besides small GTPases of the Rho family, other signaling molecules are described to contribute to CCR7-mediated leukocyte migration. For instance, the Gbg subunit-mediated Ca 2+ response, through PLC activation that cleaves phosphatidylinositol 4.5 bisphosphate to diacylglycerol and inositol 1,4,5 triphosphate, has been shown to be necessary for CCR7-mediated DC migration [72] . Decisively for lymphocytes, it appears that signal integration of CCR7, TCR, and integrins occurs on the level of intracellular Ca 2+ mobilization [127] . The emerging principle here is that the magnitude and duration of Ca 2+ spikes directly influence the basal speed of T cell migration in the lymph nodes. However, the exact molecular mechanism linking Ca 2+ mobilization with cytoskeleton remodeling and migration remains to be elucidated [127] . Nonetheless, first insights derived from studies on immature DC migration provide evidence that Ca 2+ spikes are associated with fast-motility phases during scanning behavior [128] .
In addition, the Gbg subunit is not only responsible for PLCmediated Ca 2+ mobilization but also known to activate PI3K, which catalyzes the phosphoinositide conversion required for the plasma membrane recruitment and the assembly of signaling complexes, including RacGEF DOCK2 [129, 130] . Although, Gbg-triggered activation of PI3K is implicated in controlling cell migration in general [131, 132] , PI3K and its downstream effector Akt are activated upon CCR7 triggering in DCs [100] , but their contribution to CCR7-driven intranodal T cell migration remains to be incompletely understood and somehow controversial [72, 133] . Noteworthy, both DOCK2 and PI3Kg signaling pathways seem to be G-protein activation dependent [5] . Furthermore, by exploiting different pharmacological inhibitors, it has been shown that CCR7-guided DC migration was dependent on 2 different Ga i -dependent pathways: one involving p38 activation and the other involving ERK1/2 and JNK phosphorylation [100] (Fig. 1) . Moreover, it was also described that Ga i -independent CCR7 signaling through RhoA-Pyk2-cofilin determined the migratory speed of DCs [100] . How these data fit into the signaling pathways described above remains to be determined.
Finally, Stein and colleagues [69] described that CCL21 stimulation of lymphocytes led to a rapid, Ga i -independent Jak2 phosphorylation and that the Jak inhibitor tyrphostin AG490 reduced lymphocyte adhesion and migration to CCR7 ligands. This is in line with the finding that Jak3 was phosphorylated upon CCL19 and CCL21 stimulation and that Jak3 2/2 T cells [134] and Jak3 2/2 DCs [70] own reduced lymph node homing capacity. Further investigations are required to decipher how these different CCR7 signaling pathways interact or adapt for distinct environmental conditions to facilitate efficient leukocyte trafficking.
PUTATIVE MOLECULAR DETERMINANTS OF CCL19 AND CCL21 ENABLING BIAS SIGNALING
Despite substantial differences in their amino acid sequence, CCL19 and CCL21 share a conserved chemokine characteristic tertiary structure that includes a disordered N terminus, implicated in signaling, followed by a structured core domain that consists of an N-loop, a 3-stranded b-sheet, and a C-terminal helix (Fig. 3A) [135] . The most prominent difference between the 2 CCR7 ligands is the C-terminal extension of CCL21, responsible for its immobilization to GAGs. This unique architecture of CCL21 is such that it must be able to accommodate 2 very different kinds of interactions, namely binding to extracellular matrix-associated GAGs and to its cognate receptor CCR7 [135] . As CCR7 is sialylated [136] , it is plausible that CCL21, presented on endothelial GAGs, is initially transferred to the glycan structure of CCR7. To achieve this, the affinities of CCL21 for CCR7 and GAGs must be finely tuned to enable the transfer from GAG to CCR7 at the right time. GAGs are carbohydrate structures that are attached to protein cores of proteoglycans on cells or simply shed into the extracellular matrix. Most prominently, GAGs provide a scaffold, enabling chemokines to be gradually immobilized on cell surfaces and extracellular matrices that can be referred to as haptotactic chemokine gradients [137] . The chemokine-GAG interaction is mostly mediated through polar interactions; whereas carbohydrate structures are highly negatively charged, many chemokines contain highly basic domains, typically BBXB and BXBXXB sequences (where B is a basic amino acid and X a nonconserved amino acid). The GAG-binding domain has been identified for a number of chemokines, including CCL2 [138] , CCL5 [139] , and CXCL12 [140] . Whereas GAG-binding sequences are mostly included in chemokine core domains, CCL21 has a large C-terminal extension, comprising several basic amino acids that are implicated in GAG interaction and immobilization [44, 141] .
Aside from the specific interaction of CCL21 with GAGs, CCL19 and CCL21 execute their biologic function through binding and activation of CCR7. On part of the ligands, early studies reveal the importance of the chemokine N terminus in stabilizing the active conformation of the chemokine receptor [142, 143] . Specifically, N-terminal modification (deletions or alanine mutations) of the first 6 aa of CCL19 were shown to convert CCL19 from an agonist into an antagonist [142] . Surprisingly, CCL19 and CCL21 that activate a G-protein response with similar potency but exhibit distinct signaling pathways share only 25% sequence identity (Fig. 3B) . In fact, the N-terminal 6 residues of CCL19 (GTNDAE) and CCL21 (SDGGAQ) share only 1 conserved alanine in their sequence, suggesting that distinct bias-signaling abilities are encoded in the specific sequence. However, swapping of the N termini of CCL19 and CCL21 results in comparable CCR7-driven G-protein activation and cell migration through the newly formed chimeric proteins [144] . One possible explanation for this is that glutamate6 and aspartate2 of CCL21 are able to position the amide and acid side-chain functional groups in a similar orientation, as asparagine3 and aspartate4 in CCL19. Unfortunately, b-arrestin activation or CCR7 internalization by this chimeric chemokines has not been addressed.
On the chemokine receptor side, mutagenesis and truncation studies gave rise to a concept known as the "2-step, 2-site" model . Both chemokines are illustrated as surface representation. Highlighted in green are basic amino acids, in red acidic amino acids, and in blue tyrosine residues. To visualize the interaction of CCL19 and CCL21 with CCR7, including important residues involved in receptor binding, the NMR structures of CCL19 and CCL21 were superimposed to the structure of the CXCR4:vMIP-II complex (PDB ID 4RWS). CXCR4 is represented as a cartoon, whereas its N terminus involved in chemokine binding is shown as a stick representation.
for chemokine receptor interaction [145, 146] . This model involves the interaction between chemokine core domain and chemokine receptor N terminus (site1). Site1 docking of the chemokine receptor's N terminus is then thought to reorient the chemokine's N terminus (important for signaling) to enable entering of the chemokine into the major ligand pocket of the receptor (site2). Recently, this concept was substantiated by solving the crystal structure of CXCR4 in complex with a chemokine vMIP-II [147] , known as an antagonist for multiple chemokine receptors. Importantly, the data generally confirm the concept of the 2-step, 2-site model. However, the structure also reveals a more extensive interface between CXCR4 and vMIP-II than anticipated by the 2-step, 2-site model. In fact, every residue of the chemokine's N-terminal domain and the N-loop, as well as residues in the third b-strand, interacted with the receptor [147] . vMIP-II binds deeply into the ligandbinding pocket of CXCR4; thereby, the chemokines occupy the major and minor ligand-binding groove. Interactions are mediated through hydrogen bonds among aspartate97 (TM2), aspartate262 (TM6), and glutamate288 (TM7) of CXCR4 and numerous van der Waals packing interactions [147] . Therefore, one could speculate that the extensive intracellular displacements of TM6 and TM7 involved in activation of (bias) receptor signaling are mediated by the hydrogen bonds of these residues. Importantly, for CCR7, mutagenesis studies revealed that lysine130 (TM3), lysine137 (TM3), glutamine227 (TM5), and asparagine305 (TM7) are involved in receptor activation but are dispensable for high-affinity ligand binding [148] . Of note, mutation of lysine137 affected CCL21-mediated receptor activation without interfering with CCL19-mediated receptor activation [148] . Therefore, one can assume that lysine137 in CCR7 represents 1 of the determinants for CCR7biased signaling pathways.
As the crystal structure of CXCR4, in complex with vMIP-II, reveals large interaction surfaces, it is likely that the information to activate 1 over the other signaling pathway is not only stored in the N terminal first 6 aa of CCL19 and CCL21. Hence, the comparison of the NMR structures of CCL19 and CCL21 (Fig. 3B ) might provide insights into their determinants of biased signaling pathways. One of the most obvious differences is the presence of a large patch of basic residues in CCL21, consisting of lysine20, arginine44, lysine45, and arginine46, placed near the potential interaction site of the receptor N terminus ( Fig. 3B ; depicted in green). This basic patch is reduced in CCL19 to arginine45 and arginine47. As frequent post-translational modifications of chemokine receptors, such as sulfation and glycosylation that add additional negative charge to the N terminus and hence, contribute to the initial step in chemokine-chemokine receptor interaction [149] [150] [151] [152] , it is likely that a post-translationally modified N terminus of CCR7 interacts with this basic patch. Furthermore, CCL19 extends arginine35 toward the receptor-binding site, which is missing in CCL21. This polar residue has the potential to reach deeply into the CCR7 ligand-binding pocket to induce CCL19-specific changes in the active state conformations of CCR7. Notably, several similar lysine/arginine-to-serine substitutions are apparent by comparing CCL19 and CCL21. For instance, lysine11 in CCL21 is substituted by serine11 in CCL19, whereas lysine31 and arginine35 in CCL19 are changed to serine in CCL21 ( Fig. 3 ). Furthermore, tyrosine12 of CCL21 potentially contacts the CCR7-binding pocket, which is absent in CCL19. Despite described differences, there are also structurally conserved patches, such as the acidic region aspartate54; glutamate57 in CCL21, corresponding to aspartate54; glutamate59 in CCL19; and glutamate29 in CCL21, similar to aspartate32 in CCL19. Thus, through comparison of the solved NMR structures of both CCR7 ligands, it is likely to resolve the determinants of natural bias signaling, encoded in the chemokines.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Accumulated data over the last decade have demonstrated the importance of the CCR7-CCL19/CCL21 axis in tolerance and immunity. By mediating migration of T cells and DCs, CCR7 and its 2 ligands play an essential role in orchestration of the immune system, central and peripheral tolerance, and the initiation of the adaptive immune response. However, there is still a lot to learn about how CCL19 and CCL21, upon binding to the same receptor CCR7, can elicit common and ligand-biased signaling pathways to cover the broad range of known CCR7 functions. Whereas the complexity and the plethora of CCR7 functions make it difficult to target the CCR7-CCL19/CCL21 axis for therapeutic intervention in human immune-mediated diseases, the highly complex regulatory systems, which are becoming increasingly apparent, suggest that appropriate controlling of these systems may have significant beneficial outcomes. Biased ligands could be a solution to target the CCR7-CCL19/CCL21 axis; by preferentially targeting 1 over the other signaling pathways, the likeliness of severe side-effects might be circumvented. Thus, not only the delineation of the molecular signature of CCR7 signaling pathways but also the deciphering of the mechanism behind biased signaling, including molecular determinants on the chemokine and on the chemokine receptor side, are crucial for designing and developing potent and specific anti-CCR7 pharmacotherapeutics. As we understand more about the specific structural basis of ligand-signaling bias, it is plausible to discover that each and every ligand stabilizes distinct, active conformations, which facilitate different patterns of proximal effector interactions that are not limited to G-protein and b-arrestin interactions. Therefore, it is advantageous to imagine the multiple conformations taken by TM domains as CCR7 moving along an energy landscape with preferred conformations existing as energy wells (Fig. 2B ). Upon binding of CCL19 or CCL21, CCR7 becomes another thermodynamic species, and the ligand-bound receptor then traverses to a new energy landscape. Therefore, functionality is linked to the favored conformations, as those conformations are associated with preferential affinity for cellular signaling proteins [85] . Because the receptor conformations are interconvertible, it is plausible that a ligand induces not only 1 conformation that favors G-protein coupling but rather, mediates multiple conformations that could interact with several effector proteins. Thus, the herein presented concepts of CCR7-biased signaling could help to accelerate our understanding of this fundamental molecular pathway and the cellular responses triggered by it.
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